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South Africa
Harley-Davidson Motorcycle Tours
WildTrek also offeres self guided and guided Harley Davidson motorcycle tours in South Africa. This is a 15
tour and the itinerary encompasses travel along the cape
coast, wine country, the southern mountain and ends
with a tour to a private wildlife reserve outside Kruger
Park. If you would like information on this tour, separte
detailed information is available. Call or e-mail us for a
complete package of information.

SAFARI LENGTH: Most Americans plan on spending
10 days in Africa, usually to accomodate a 2 week vacation window. We recommend that if you have the time,
looking to a longer stay of 12 to 14 days. The longer your
safari, the more in depth your experience can be with
time to visit more parks and reserves. East Africa has an
amazing range of environments, from glaciers at 19,000’
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on Kilimanjaro, to vast deserts, expansive savannas, rain
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forests and seemingly endless miles of white sand beachs.
All our clients are accompanied by English speaking
certified African guides. If you have a group of 6 or more, upon request, an American WildTrek
guide can be provided to assist in the day to day logistics of your group.
ACCOMMODATIONS AND TRAVEL: As noted in the location descriptions, there are many
lodging options in the parks and reserves. These accommodations can range from the very basic to
luxury camps and lodges. Most lodges tend to be in the mid range for costs, running in prime
season from $175 to $250 per person
per night. Tented camps can have a
much wider range in the nightly tariff.
In place tented camps in prime season
can run from $125 to $300 per person
per night. For groups of 6 or more a
portable tent camp can be used. Thesecan be very basic tent camps which
require visitors to participate in the set
up/take down of camp and assist in all
meal preparation and clean up, to the
very expensive for the more posh set
ups. Luxury accommodations are
available in most locations. Luxury
class accommodations tend to run
from $450 per person per night to
$800 per person per night. If you would like information on our luxury programs, let us know and
we will send detailed information.
Travel in country also has several options. For most all safaris we use small combis (known as mini
vans here). These are very comfortable, and the roof of the van pops up allowing for wildlife viewing. For programs taking place in more remote areas we use Land Cruisers® which can negotiate
difficult terrain, but which are not as comfortable on long trips. It is also possible to utilize charter
flights from one location to the next, this can however be very expensive and not something we
recommend as it removes visitors from interactions with people in villages along road routes.
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SAFARI COSTS: The charges to individual participants
is dependent upon; the number of participants in your
safari, the location/destinations you select, the time spent
in-country, the itinerary itself, airfares at time of travel
and any itinerary inclusions you specify. In general costs
to individuals for programs from 10 to 12 days (prime
Africa
season) can range from around $3500 to $4500 dependPost Office Box 17634-00500
ing upon the above. Costs include, lodging, meals (as
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tion, and any entrance fees to areas of interest. Note,
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costs can be affected by constantly rising fuel prices.
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International airfare is available from WildTrek. Our
+254-701-80-12-40
+254-733-45-30-08
recommended carrier of choice is Emirates Air. Emirates
Fax: +254-20-4452258
departs out of Houston, with a stop in London or direct
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to Dubai from New York of D.C. Passengers must overnight in Dubai, the hotel accommodations and dinner
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are included in your fare. This affords an opportunity to
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take a tour of Dubai. We can also book on Kenya
Airways, with a stop in London, KLM, with a stop in
Amsterdam or Virgin Atlantic, with a stop in London. We can also book British Airways, but we
do not recommend this carrier.
HOW TO PROCEED: If you wish to proceed and create your own custom safari, the last page in
this information booklet has a form which you can complete and return to us via mail or fax.
Mark the locations you would like to visit and the number of days you would like to spend in
each location, and we will put together
your custom safari and costs and get
back to you. Keep in mind that travel
distances can be an issue and that in
order to accommodate your itinerary
we may need to make minor changes.
Once you have decided on your itinerary and costs fit your budget, you can
move forward a book the safari. At that
time WildTrek will provide you with a
contract for services.

